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       Bush and Cheney were not misled by flawed intelligence; they used the
flawed intelligence to mislead. 
~David Corn

This is how proofiness works. The assertion is more important than the
evidence itself. 
~David Corn

Obama has not accomplished a key mission: sell his own successes
and keep his own (political) troops fired up and ready to go. 
~David Corn

Rush Limbaugh is not the arbiter of what's good taste or what American
opinions or morals should be. 
~David Corn

Jon Bolton is the neocon`s neocon. He was a hawk straight down the
line. He wanted to bomb Iran five, six years ago before the Donald
Trump election! 
~David Corn

I still am mystified about why Donald Trump is out there tweeting praise
of Vladimir Putin, and still kind of denying and dismissing whether the
hacking happened or the seriousness of it. 
~David Corn

I think Hillary Clinton has a lot of lee way to go, either direction, and to
probably most likely try to fudge it and get both parts of the party into
talking points. 
~David Corn

Bush and his commanders in the war on terrorism are willing to waste
non-terrorists to kill terrorists. Right or wrong, that is not caring about
the dignity of every life. 
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~David Corn

The one foreign policy issue that Donald Trump took a stand on was
that he was against the Iraq war. Even though it wasn`t true, he kept
saying again and again and again. 
~David Corn

I do think John Kerry has tried awfully hard to work with Russia and
others to have a lasting, significant cease-fire. 
~David Corn

The Republican base is not reflective of the whole country. 
~David Corn
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